HCCSD PY2019-2023 Consolidated Plan Survey Results

1. On a scale of 1 to 5, how important are the following Housing needs in your
neighborhood to you?
A. Providing down payment/closing cost assistance to homeowners
B. Constructing new affordable single-family housing
Repairing single-family homeowner housing
C. Constructing new rental housing (apartments, town homes, condos)
D. Repairing single-family rental homes
E. Repairing damaged multi-family/apartment units
F. Increase supply of rental housing with supportive services for homeless persons or
persons with a disabling condition
Total Responses
2. On a scale of 1 to 5, what types of Housing are most important to you?
A. Single-family
B. Multi-family (apartments, town homes, condos)
C. Housing for foster youth
D. Housing for seniors (62 yrs. plus)
E. Housing for special needs/or with a disability
F. Housing for the homeless
Total Responses
3. On a scale of 1 to 5, which groups do you think can benefit from Affordable Housing in
Harris County?
A. Persons with a developmental/physical disability
B. Elderly/Seniors (62 yrs. plus)
C. Homeless
D. Low-to-moderate Income persons
E. First-time home buyers
F. Persons with alcohol/drug addictions
G. Persons with HIV/AIDS
H. Persons with a physical disability
I. Persons with a severe mental illness
J. Victims of domestic violence
Total Responses
4. What do you think should be done with the single-family homes in your neighborhood
in need of repair/rehabilitation? Check all that apply.
A. Repaired
B. Demolished
C. Demolished and rebuilt
D. No action needed
E. Other
Total Responses
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302
392
581
184
378
407

% of Total
Responses
11.6%
15.1%
22.4%
7.1%
14.5%
15.7%

355

13.7%

# Responses

2599
# Responses
827
242
374
657
557
396
3053

% of Total
27.1%
7.9%
12.3%
21.5%
18.2%
13.0%

# Responses

% of Total

696
797
469
537
555
235
313
650
433
644
5329
# Responses
654
178
318
87
117
1354

13.1%
15.0%
8.8%
10.1%
10.4%
4.4%
5.9%
12.2%
8.1%
12.1%

% of Total
48.3%
13.1%
23.5%
6.4%
8.6%
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5. What price do you consider to be an affordable single-family home?
A. Less than $100,000
B. $101,000-$130,000
C. $131,000-$185,000
D. $186,000-$250,000
E. $250,000 +
Total Responses

# Responses
297
411
342
121
48
1219

% of Total
24.4%
33.7%
28.1%
9.9%
3.9%

6. What do you consider to be an affordable monthly rent?
A. Less than $600
B. $600-$900
C. $900-$1200
D. $1,200-$1,500
E. $1,500 +
Total Responses

# Responses
203
491
330
117
58
1199

% of Total
16.9%
41.0%
27.5%
9.8%
4.8%

# Responses

% of Total

7. What repair do you think should be done with the multi-family apartments in your
neighborhood in need of rehabilitation?
A. Repaired
B. Demolished
C. Demolished and rebuilt
D. No action
E. Other
Total Responses
8. Do you think demolishing unsafe structures in your neighborhood is needed?
A. Yes
B. No
Total Responses

437
340
282
70
97
1226
# Responses
646
373
1019

35.6%
27.7%
23.0%
5.7%
7.9%

% of Total
63.4%
36.6%

9. On a scale of 1 to 5, how important are the following Infrastructure Improvements to
you?
A. Storm water/adequate drainage
B. Street repair
C. Sidewalk/trails/bike lanes
D. Water/sewer line
E. Street lighting
F. Public facilities
G. Public parks and playgrounds
Total Responses

941
851
690
836
749
548
671
5286

10. Are there drainage problems in your neighborhood?
A. Major issue
B. Minor issue
C. No issue
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
33.8%
347
44.3%
455
21.8%
224
1026
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# Responses

% of Total
17.8%
16.1%
13.1%
15.8%
14.2%
10.4%
12.7%
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11. Is graffiti/vandalism a problem in your neighborhood?
A. Major issue
B. Minor issue
C. No issue
Total Responses
12. Are abandoned/dilapidated homes or businesses a problem in your neighborhood?
A. Major issue
B. Minor issue
C. No issue
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
7.3%
75
45.8%
471
46.9%
483
1029
# Responses
144
409
473
1026

% of Total
14.0%
39.9%
46.1%

13. On a scale of 1 to 5, how important are the following Neighborhood Facilities in your
# Responses % of Total
neighborhood to you?
5.7%
A. Low-income health care centers/clinics/pharmacies
303
8.0%
B. Youth centers
429
C. Parks and recreational facilities (baseball, softball and soccer fields, jogging trails)
D. Child care centers
E. Libraries
F. Community centers
G. Police store front
H. Senior centers
I. Work force/Job training centers
J. Elderly/adult day care centers
Total Responses
14. On a scale of 1 to 5, how important are the following Community Services in your
neighborhood to you?
A. Transportation services close to my home or work
B. Neglected/abused children's services
C. Health services
D. Substance abuse services
E. Mental health services
F. Child care services
G. Domestic violence programs
H. Crime awareness and prevention for families and youth
I. Services for persons with disabilities
J. Senior services & activities
K. HIV/AIDS services
L. Trash & debris removal
M. Job training/ placement services
N. Youth services & activities
O. Housing counseling
P. High speed internet
Q. Reducing exposure to lead in homes
Total Responses
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702

13.1%

462
694
560
654
599
434
524
5361

8.6%
12.9%
10.4%
12.2%
11.2%
8.1%
9.8%

# Responses
452
487
586
358
453
487
484
588
595
615
281
778
426
524
300
715
493
8622

% of Total
5.2%
5.6%
6.8%
4.2%
5.3%
5.6%
5.6%
6.8%
6.9%
7.1%
3.3%
9.0%
4.9%
6.1%
3.5%
8.3%
5.7%
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15. On a scale of 1 to 5, how important are the types of Homeless Services to you?

# Responses

% of Total

A. Street outreach and services for youth and chronically homeless
B. Provide counseling, referrals, emergency food, employment/life skills training and
food
C. Provide substance abuse treatment and/or mental health services
D. Increase supply of emergency shelters or transitional housing facilities
E. Increase services for victims of domestic violence
F. Increase services for homeless veterans
Total Responses

521

15.4%

569

16.8%

538
464
599
700
3391

15.9%
13.7%
17.7%
20.6%

16. How satisfied are you with the overall conditions of your community?
A. Very Satisfied
B. Satisfied
C. Neutral
D. Dissatisfied
E. Very Dissatisfied
Total Responses

# Responses
161
504
189
134
37
1025

% of Total
15.7%
49.2%
18.4%
13.1%
3.6%

17. What is your zip code where you live?
A. Responded
B. Did not respond
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
98.2%
1020
1.8%
19
1039

18. Please describe yourself (select all that apply).
A. Private citizen
B. Housing agency staff or housing developer
C. Local or state official
D. Business owner
E. Community advocate
F. Landlord
G. Social service provider
H. None of the above
Total Responses

# Responses
981
8
6
87
63
48
26
12
1231

19. What is your gender?
A. Male
B. Female
C. Other
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
34.3%
348
65.1%
661
0.7%
7
1016
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% of Total
79.7%
0.6%
0.5%
7.1%
5.1%
3.9%
2.1%
1.0%
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% of Total
15.8%
44.5%
19.0%
11.7%
4.7%
3.5%
0.7%

20. How many people, including yourself, currently live in the household?
A. One (I live alone)
B. Two
C. Three
D. Four
E. Five
F. Six
G. Seven or more
Total Responses

# Responses
161
452
193
119
48
36
7
1016

21. Do you have children under the age of 18 currently living in your home?
A. Yes
B. No
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
26.5%
269
73.5%
746
1015

22. Of which racial, ethnic or cultural group do you consider yourself a member? Check
all that apply.
A. African American/Black
B. White/Caucasian/Anglo
C. Hispanic/Latin American
D. American Indian/Native American
E. Asian
F. Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
G. Two or more races/Multi-racial
H. Choose not to answer
I. Other
Total Responses

78
705
115
15
21
4
31
104
29
1102

23. What year were you born?
A. Responded
B. Did not respond
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
91.9%
955
8.1%
84
1039

24. Which of the following best describes your current housing situation?
A. Property owner
B. Renter
C. Staying with friends or family (not on a lease or property title)
D. Staying in a shelter or transitional housing
E. Staying in a motel/hotel
F. I am without shelter, experiencing homelessness
G. Other
Total Responses

# Responses
927
69
20
0
0
0
8
1024
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# Responses

% of Total
7.1%
64.0%
10.4%
1.4%
1.9%
0.4%
2.8%
9.4%
2.6%

% of Total
90.5%
6.7%
2.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.8%
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25. Which of the following best describes your household composition?
A. Married/household with children living at home
B. Married/partner household without children currently present
C. Single parent household
D. Individual living alone (under 65 years of age)
E. Household or individual age 65+
F. Other
Total Responses

# Responses
296
348
64
92
193
57
1050

% of Total
28.2%
33.1%
6.1%
8.8%
18.4%
5.4%

26. In what category does your total household income fall into?
A. $15,000 and under
B. $15,001 - $25,000
C. $25,001 - $35,000
D. $35,001 - $45,000
E. $45,001 - $55,000
F. $55,001 - $65,000
G. $65,001 - $75,000
H. $75,001 - $85,000
I. $85,001 - $95,000
J. $95,001 or more
Total Responses

# Responses
28
37
32
54
76
70
76
76
53
438
940

% of Total
3.0%
3.9%
3.4%
5.7%
8.1%
7.4%
8.1%
8.1%
5.6%
46.6%

27. What is your employment status?
A. Full-time
B. Part-time
C. Retired
D. Unemployed
E. Never worked
F. Do not work
G. Disabled
Total Responses

# Responses
515
89
313
39
1
32
30
1019

% of Total
50.5%
8.7%
30.7%
3.8%
0.1%
3.1%
2.9%

# Responses

% of Total

28. Are you or anyone in your household a person with a
physical/mental/developmental disability?
A. Yes
B. No
Total Responses

185
826
1011

29. Are you or someone in your household a Veteran?
A. Yes
B. No
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
19.5%
199
80.5%
821
1020
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18.3%
81.7%
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30. Has anyone in your household had any of the following problems with buying or
renting property in Harris County in the past 2 years? Select all that apply.

# Responses

% of Total

A. Credit issues
B. Limited Income
C. Could not get a loan
D. Discrimination on the basis of race, gender, religion, marital status, family size, or
disability
E. None of the above
Total Responses

80
106
44

7.3%
9.7%
4.0%

11

1.0%

852
1093

78.0%

31. What language do you speak the most at home?
A. English
B. Spanish
C. Vietnamese
D. Chinese
E. Other
Total Responses

# Responses
986
50
4
1
15
1056

% of Total
93.4%
4.7%
0.4%
0.1%
1.4%

32. Additional Comments
A. Responded
B. Did not respond
Total Responses

# Responses % of Total
24.1%
250
75.9%
789
1039

33. If you would like to participate in a future interview or focus group, please write
your name, phone number, and email address.
A. Responded
B. Did not respond
Total Responses
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# Responses
196
843
1039

% of Total
18.9%
81.1%
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Question 32: Additional Comments
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

Americans in Harris County are decreasing in numbers. Taxes should be spent on flood control.
Permits should not be issued for building that will make flooding worse. Crime gets worse every
year.
We purchased our home 30 years ago when Spring was a clean, safe community. It is not now. As a
senior citizen, I am afraid to walk in my neighborhood even during daytime hours. The crime rate is
crazy - lots of drugs and a noticeable lack of law enforcement presence or interest. More than half the
homes in our subdivision are owned by out of state investors as rentals and the turnover is tremendous.
We would sell but would never recover fairly on our investment.
No public transportation in my area
Our neighborhood is RAPIDLY deteriorating and crime is ever increasing. I believe we need a more
ACTIVE police force rolling through the subdivisions to deter crime.
The problem is the amount of affordable housing already in my zip code. If affordable housing is going
to be built it needs to be built elsewhere!
Cypress and Harris county need to rethink the way they let developers build our communities. The city
needs more sidewalks and bike paths. The parks city builds are a joke (1 mile walking trail with no trees
is NOT considered a park or a bike trail). STOP cutting down trees, STOP turning every inch of
greenery into another strip mall. Just STOP. Enough. Not every street corner has to be converted to a
storage facility, a dentist office or mattress store. Instead, build wooded parks. With miles and miles of
walking trails and bicycle trails.
Work on stopping the fraud and abuse of aide programs. Stop supporting illegal immigration allowing
ineligible persons to receive government aide! Stop allowing recipients of food stamps to sell their food
stamps for cash! We need more programs helping people help themselves by providing a path out of
poverty and off government aide.
Title 8 is not welcomed in this neighborhood
We are most concerned with not being flooded again as we were during Hurricane Harvey. Flood
control is our primary concern. Most people in our neighborhood would not be able to financially,
emotionally or physically survive another devastating flood like Harvey was. Some did not survive
Harvey. There were at least two deaths in our neighborhood after Harvey that were directly linked to the
affects of the flood. Numerous people have still not yet financially or emotionally recovered.
Drainage from heavy rain is a MAJOR problem. All the recent home development in the past 10 years
had led to flooding the neighborhood never experienced since its inception in the 1950s. Major issues
with flooding/drainage on 11th street at Seamist; Seamist, and Ella (between 11th and 18th streets).
Major flooding at the overpass at Hempstead Highway just past 11th street almost every time it rains
hard.
Top concerns that, if addressed, would improve our neighborhood: 1. Street drainage and adequate
sewer drainage to stop flooding 2. Street improvements including wider sidewalks, less glare from LED
street lights, and fixing ponding issues 3. Improve walking and biking infrastructure in the neighborhoods
4. Support for more libraries and innovative park facilities - use the Levy Park and Discovery Green
models at the neighborhood level
A surprising lot of homeless are that way by choice, no matter how hard it is to believe. Some people
just can't be reached or helped, it is sad, but a fact of life. Help whom you can and move on.
We live close to two schools on a road that has several school bus stops and we do not have a sidewalk
for the kids to safely stand in. Oddly enough, when the road intersects with the next street there is
sidewalk in both directions.
The solution to homelessness is jobs. If people have the means they can care for themselves. The
emphasis hsould not be on emergency housing etc. (thought these are important short-termsolutions)
but on permanently solving the problem. Income solves this problem (in the absense of disabilities,
mental/substance abuse issues, etc.). Show people the money, and they'll do just fine, and live in
dignity. #FullEmploymentY'all
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15. Care giver to a special needs elder brother. He has been profoundly deaf since birth. He reads at a 3rd
grade level.
16. Our community would be a much nicer place to live if FM1960 from I45 to Kuykendahl were cleaned up.
To many bandit signs as ill as taco trucks, tire shops and nail salons.
17. I have lived in my neighborhood for 37 years. It has experienced a steady down slide for the last 10
years. Crime has skyrocketed. There is a faction of people who have no respect for themselves or
others. Littering is so bad that obviously the county can't keep up with it. In my subdivision some of our
senior citizens have tried to tackle it. The job is not appropriate for senior citizens. Do I want more of the
same? No Thank You. Some of my answers may seem uncaring. However I live in a world of reality. I
have no interest in enabling irresponsibility. I question the sense of throwing more of the same (money)
to programs that don't work. Pride of self and community has no price tag. Either you have it or you
don't.
18. Langham Creek needs to be dredged and Clay Rd needs a bridge replaced. I am a Hurricane Harvey
survivor. Approx 1500 homes were flooded in Villages of Bear Creek, my subdivision.
19. There needs to be a more proactive approach to crime prevention, resources to report crimes, follow
through with reports, and increased resources and awareness for community members. There needs to
be more resource for community members to address neighborhood concerns since the HOA claims
that they a cannot intervene with some issues. Landlords needs to be held to a stricter standard and
need to implement stricter rules with tenants. If housing or property structures are not maintained, it
needs to be addressed whether that is a repair or demolish. People who are working hard to follow the
rules and maintain their communities and neighborhood should not feel like they need to become
"house poor" to get what they are looking for as far as support in the community, resources, increased
rules and regulations, and structure. Houston is a large city and the suburbs should not be subjected to
the negative aspects of city living and disorganization. We need to reward people who work hard and try
to keep the community safe and organized rather than limit what voice they have.
20. Figure our a more equitable and fair way to normalize the property tax assessment scale. I purchased
my home new in 2017 for $300,000 and we budgeted for taxes appropriately for what we thought was
fair market value for this home and because the bank appraised it near that amount. I got my first fair
market valued tax appraisal from HCAD this summer and they are trying to tax it at $450,000. I was told
by one county official its the price you pay to live in the country. Are you kidding me? Our budgeted tax
amount was approx. $6900 per year and the new tax will be approx. $10350 per year an increase of
66%. After looking at the comparables in my neighborhood I am paying more than double and even
triple what most homes are paying. This is not right and not fair. My protest to HCAD was not
successful. Now we have passed the new bond for flood abatement projects and that is going to
increase my liability too. I'm all for flood control, but I am getting the screwdriver treatment left and right.
Thanks Harris County.
21. My concern is: Being retired and living on a fixed income that is considered low income according to
national average. When I applied for rent according to my income, they said I make too much. The
apartment I’m living in now (not by income) required I make 39,000 a year to qualify. I work part time so
was able to qualify. That’s ok for right now but as I get older where will I go? I’m in fairly good health
physically and mentally. I don’t know how long I’ll be able to work part time. I sold my patio home in
Copperfield Southcreek, too many unexpected expenses and taxes kept creeping up. It seems there
should be some options in a nice area for us all.
22. I am very dissatisfied with the illegal dumping in streets near my home. I am frustrated with presence of
abandoned properties in the neighborhood. I feel the management district ignores cleanliness of
neighborhood streets and only focus on medians on Old Spanish Trail. Lastly, there are not enough of
healthy eating options in the community.
23. Extreme problem with homeless people loitering on street corners, parking lots and around businesses.
Leaving trash and debris, publically using drugs, disrupting traffic and verbally accosting people if they
aren't given a handout. Streets are in desperate need of repair. Industry being allowed to infiltrate and
over run neighborhoods.
24. Wishing that the HOA could figure out a way to raise the assessment in core CLC. Also wishing that
they could also be more accessible and pro-active.
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25. Credit and financial issues caused by the 2008 recession that forced me to loose everything because I
was a powersports salesman and student at the time limited my opportunities for a home. I'm just now
starting to get on top of and turn around.
26. It's not governments job to provide housing. The private sector will provide it.
27. The main problems we have in Sharpstown: Houston keeps putting more and more low/no income
apartments in our area, leading to an increase in break-ins and related crimes, rather than spreading
this out city wide. This is not fair to us! Houston allows multiple families to live in single family dwellings
and will not enforce deed restrictions eliminating this problem and it allows landlords to modify single
family dwellings to accommodate 6 and more non-related renters, which leads to too many vehicles per
residence, clogging the streets and making it dangerous.
28. I have had very positive interactions when communicating with people in Precinct 3, the Engineering
Department, and the HCFCD regarding several issues in and around my neighborhood. Each time I
received quick responses and follow-up to resolve issues to my satisfaction. I would like to commend
Paul Hawkins, Project Manager for Precinct 3, for his work in moving these requests forward and
providing clear and timely communication. I am proud to live in Precinct 3 where I know my voice is
heard and my concerns are addressed! Thank you.
29. The information about homeowners association groups in the city of Houston needs to be better or
publicize and addressed. In future classes for prospective homebuyers. Developers in the city officials
need to coordinate these HOA’s
30. The area I'd like to see a focus on is infrastructure and quality of living. Potholes/bad streets,
damaged/lack of sidewalks, graffiti cleanup, parking enforcement (blocking sidewalks, etc), trash
cleanup (random piles & illegal dumping), speeding cars in neighborhoods, property crime, enforcement
of the panhandling ordinance (what happened to this??), more & better maintained parks. These are the
types of issues I'd like to see the city & my tax dollars address. Things like job services, child services,
health services, child care, crime awareness, alcohol/drug prevention...these should fall to the families,
not the city.
31. One issue that did not appear on the survey was prostitution. I am very uncomfortable with 'hot sheet
motels' near my neighborhood and hookers on the streets. I hate that Houston/Bissonnet is known for
this and wish something could be done.
32. The homeless problem in downtown core prevents business from flourishing and benefitting the whole
city.
33. The City of Houston needs Professional Planning input from the private sector of developers, architects,
urban planners, designers and members of the community with design backgrounds.
34. The homeless and crime population is growing in the area of 77004 Riverside Terrace ( Binz/Calumet
and 288). We need more police presence and movement of the panhandlers, homeless camps that are
forming on the feeder of Binz/ Calument away from our residential neighborhood. It's a HUGE safely
concern . As well as, more street lights, trash/ debris clean up in needed. Our District D officials have
been notified from many concerned residents of 77004 and things are worst with no change. Just empty
false promise of positive change. All talk ....with no action. Where is the NEW HEB?????
35. The lower middle class person have limited resources??? We are in gap between not enough and too
much. We can get into regular senior setting and the other are too expensive. Taxes and insurance are
too costly also.
36. The panhandling situation around our neighborhood is bad. I feel laws should be enacted to prevent the
panhandling and instead offer resources to these people. It's a danger to them and everyone else.
37. The entire area needs street repairs and traffic needs
38. I wish there was more accountability and auditing when public funds are used. I don't care if something
is cheap, I care if the money used will have an effect 5 years from now, or if it is just a "band-aid"
solution.
39. Do not put government housing on Buffalo Bayou Park!!!!!
40. Several people in my subdivision Have complained about the increase of plane traffic in the last year
and a half to Bush .
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41. Government involvement, especially in the areas of oversight where legitimate needs are - makes
sense. But should not in any case be a substitute for honest self-reliance by all members of our
communities. Private citizens need to have to the legitimate opportunity to take ownership and govern
over their lives and that of their families w/out government dependency. Governments role is and should
never be to enable said dependency but rather to assist in providing and supplementing opportunities
for private citizens across the spectrum to self-govern.
42. # 16 Community is good except for the Sharpstown Civic Association. ( they do not help)
43. Our neighborhoods in the 77095 zip code are outside the city limits and cannot handle any more low
income housing. We do not have public services to provide for them. Community services need to
provide for the people where they can actually get what they need. Unless the county is willing to step it
up and spend mega millions in the 77095 zip code the outreach programs need to stay within the city
limits.
44. Services provided by the county should only be provided to citizens, LPRs and resident foreigners with
appropriate visas.
45. When Harvey hit I heard about all of the money coming into Harris County to repair people's homes but
it is over a year later and our home is still not fixed. We received $11.000 from Fema which we used to
hire a contractor who left before the job was finished with all of our money. The contractor used
wallboard that was a different size than the rest of the wallboard so it looks terrible and the doors do not
shut properly. We lost most of our furniture in the flood and have gone deeply in debt trying to put
furniture back in our home. I know there are people out there worse off than we are but what happened
to the millions of dollars than was meant to help people repair their homes.??
46. To preserve quality and viability of my specific neighborhood, it is essential that all properties damaged
or destroyed by Hurricane Harvey be restored/rebuilt, same for local businesses impacted by flood.
Otherwise, this viable strong community of active leaders and supportive parents will decline along with
the school district that serves it, Spring Branch ISD.
47. A few blocks north of my home there is a huge problem with hard core chronic homeless persons who
harass and threaten homeowners and businesses. My home does not get so much of it, but it still a
serious problem. There are areas of my area (third ward) that are unsafe for residents and visitors alike.
48. I feel this is a sly way to try to pull on my heartstrings and insinuate I'm cruel not to let public housing
into the suburbs where I live. Increasing any of these services in the suburban, outlying regions of the
county will increase the level of panhandlers where we live. I even disagree with public transportation
being provided so close to my neighborhood.
49. It seemed the homeless population has increased in our area with no police intervention for chronic
panhandling near I-10 and the Grand Parkway.
50. My community needs apartments that set rent by square foot, not by renter's income. Apartments here
first ask total household income, then ask how many will occupy apartment and set rent according to
ability to pay. Why should every renter be required to foot part of the rent for those people getting
subsidized housing? It's not "charity" when a person is forced to provide for someone else's support. It's
extortion.
51. Security for our neighborhoods is a key issue.
52. Harvey receding waters took away more than 80% of the retaining structure of the ravine (30-40 feet
deep) which is City property and is located directly behind my property and now barely 10 ft away from
my property line. This structure needs to be repaired and reinforced or my property and all my neighbors
will have major structural problems. This is a zero lot line community, HOA bylaws and deed restrictions
explicitly removed themselves from being responsible for these problems.
53. Please do not spend any more tax money on Neglected/abused children's services, Health services,
Substance abuse services, Mental health services, Child care services, Domestic violence programs,
Crime awareness and prevention for families and youth, Services for persons with disabilities, Senior
services & activities, HIV/AIDS services, Job training/ placement services, Youth services & activities,
Housing counseling, Reducing exposure to lead in homes. I believe if money is spent on the above
services, I will experience a decline in my neighborhood and community over the years, as well as an
increase in crime. Forcing public housing into single family communities is not the answer for my
neighborhood nor for the problems these developments are supposed to solve.
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54. The survey distinguishes between single and multi family homes, but does not ask about options within
those groups. I would like to see consideration given to tiny single and multi family homes as a way of
driving affordability as well. Currently when old homes are torn down they are replaced by larger
versions of the same type of home. Why not tear down an old home and build two or four tiny homes or
condos in the same space? There has to be some common sense way to include this in the plans.
55. Middle class neighborhood near higher end neighborhoods, area is generally nice with mix of residential
apartments, townhomes and single family residences, schools, and businesses. Biggest infrastructure
issues are road and sidewalk disrepair, common water outages and occasionally drainage issues. A fair
number of seniors in area that probably need assistance from time to time. There is a lack of housing
geared to seniors on fixed incomes. There are fortunately not many homeless persons in the area so
not a need for shelters in this area. Youth issues do not seem prevalent and there are plenty of activities
including sports and athletic fields at nearby schools. There is a fair amount of petty crime such as auto
break-ins. Home burglary does happen though and seems to come in waves.
56. areas of my street retaining water and even meeting in the middle in a heavy rain, not even storms. this
is concerning as in the 2 floods and 1 hurricane our street and others in the neighborhood came up way
to fast and become impaassable, same with Briar Forest Drive
57. Public transportation (Metro) is not available in my neighborhood's section of FM 1960. It would help out
a lot.
58. We moved to Cypress 8 years ago from Kansas City, KS and love our immediate neighborhood.
Children still play and ride their bikes in the street and there has been no serious crime that threatened
our homes since moving here. However, Lakewood Forest is a huge subdivision with over 13 sections
that includes some less than desirable apartments where crime has been a problem. Unfortunately,
where low-income housing and bus service resides....so does crime. There has been several bank
robberies and break-ins to CVS literally 2 blocks from us, but we are not a through street and have been
sparred. However, we will definitely move if we start to have crime in our residences since our property
value will be threatened as crime increases. Just last night we were parking to eat out in the
Willowbrook area and a man drinking a beer was walking along the frontage road to a bus stop. He
threw the bottle onto the grass landscaped area in front of the restaurant. THAT is the mentality of many
"low-come" people and I do not want to live near or around them.
59. Many people I know are growing increasingly frustrated with how Houston is being run and the priorities
for how money is spent. TRANSPORTATION: The streets are in HORRIBLE condition. Also, traffic
lights in many areas are not synced, yet doing so would help greatly with traffic. Fix the streets/traffic
lights and don't waste money on public transportation projects that will be obsolete very soon thanks to
driverless taxis. CRIME/Safety: Property crimes are trending up and there is a feeling that people are
less safe. This may also be due to the fact that the homelessness problem is out of control. Many of the
homeless are seasonal residents of Houston who leave in the summer and return in the winter. Houston
needs to take actions that makes it clear that the homeless lifestyle is not welcome in Houston. Talk to
cities like San Antonio which make sure that their tourist areas are not flooded with homeless people. If
things do not take a different course in Houston, I know many people who are planning to pack up and
leave, and these are people who pay a lot in property taxes each year.
60. Section 8 housing is being build in our area. Don't object to housing for low income individuals, but do
object that they are built in an area where there is no access to health care, grocery stores, public
transportation and that it is being built next to detention pond that flooded during Harvey and flooded the
construction site for this housing. This is irresponsible decision-making and not fair to the individuals
who will be housed there. I truly object that this site decision was totally political with no forethought for
these individuals.
61. Spring area was and ideal place to live 20 years ago -- it is now looking more and more like the "Hood"
every day -- to many dollar stores, liquor stores, pawn shops and section 8 housing.
62. Would like better enforcement of speeding laws.Live by West Lae Houston.It has turned into the
Indianapolis 500 and during late hours around midnight to early morning is a drag strip.
63. The Jewish Community Center is very active in our neighborhood, as well as many churches "adopt a
school" program. The entire community effort has helped our area from decline but there is a
gang/crime element that we're constantly battling due to low income housing. The housing issue is very
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64.

65.

66.

67.
68.

complexed and while I understand and appreciate the County's foresight, the problem is very deep.
HISD is a terrible steward of the monies it receives. The builders and greed of the government help
flooding to continue with lack of proper drainage and overbuilding in areas. I'm reluctant to support any
low housing or social services simply due to the fraud and lack of accountability that is reported in the
news from many of the services. Drugs, mental illness and homelessness seem to be intertwined and
that's not a desirable element to put in any area. It's a dilemma for property tax paying citizens, the
desire to want to offer services and affordable housing to help educate, train and employee people, yet
trust that our taxes are really being used efficiently.
I have sacrificed, struggled, worked my ass off and saved a so I can have a few nice things and live in a
nice neighborhood. I do not feel that I should have to support those who have done the opposite. It is
NOT the role of government to take from those who do and give to those who don't. That is the job of
charities! I CHOOSE to give to my church and other charities who do that.
We started out with next to nothing and WORKED to get where we are. No one gave us a house, no
one gave me a diploma or degree. GIVING people something for doing NOTHING will only make the
existing problems worse. Stop taking from those who earned and giving to those who do next to nothing.
This kind of crap is why Ft. Bend and Montgomery counties are among the fastest growing in the
country.
I would like to see a greater law enforcement presence, more officers, more patrols. I would like to see
an online public works repair request or work order system, such as for reporting problems with traffic
lights, signs, potholes, etc.
Just hoping that these surveys will have great outcomes
Jersey Village, in Northwest Harris County Precinct 4, does not have a major, county, branch library.
The closest one is the very small, and low book volume, Fairbanks Harris County Branch Library. We
would love an 'R. Jack Cagle Harris County Branch Library,' modeled after the 'Barbara Bush Harris
County Library,' to be built somewhere in suburban Jersey Village proper, very near the single family
homes, so that it would be close, extremely accessible to families, adult tax-paying voters, their children,
and Jersey Village Seniors, as well. A possible location for it could be near the intersection of Beltway 8
and Senate Avenue. There is a governmental building, and an oil corporation branch office, there
already, and the county could buy enough land there, from the City of Jersey Village, or the current land
owner, to build it with an ample parking lot for 'Jack Cagle Library' card holders. The first floor could be
an entire plethora of fresh, beautiful, brand spanking new, kids, children's, and teens, books. Family
property owners and voters could enjoy taking their children to read kids books, and a home schooling,
meetings, and presentations/classes set of like two, or three, accessory rooms could be put into the
architect blueprints to enable home schooling courses, for the city's home-schooled children, at
reasonable course costs that the county could charge, to make money, and put back into the county
treasury. Home schoolers pay county property taxes, just like public schoolers. There could be
'homework rooms,' for publically schooled kids and their parents, or tutors, just as well. The second floor
could be adult, regular, books and periodicals, as well as a large number of comupters with online
access for patrons or members to use. This would greatly assist Jersey Village intermediate, high
school, and college students, with doing papers, and coursework, online, who might not have traditional
internet access at home. Outside, like at, near, or even artistically in front of, or architecturally askew
from, the front entrance could boldly stand a set of statues highly symbolic and significant to both Jersey
Village, as well as Northwest Harris County, residents, tax-payers, and voters. A very large, and bold,
statue of Harris County Commissioner R. Jack Cagle could stand taller, mightiest of all, and in the front
and middle of a set of other extremely significant flood mitigation public office holders. Commissioner
Cagle's statue would be the largest and tallest, and then he could be flanked by some others in a type of
wing, or slanted, horizontal, line. All of these men have worked hard, alongside Jack Cagle and Judge
Ed Emmett, to plan major Jersey Village flood mitigation in the wake of Harvey and Tax Day Floods. So
three large statues, of Commissioner R. Jack Cagle, And Harris County Judge Ed Emmett, and
Congressman John Culberson, could stand in front, and they could be flanked, on each side, by Jersey
Village Mayor Justin Ray, Jersey Village City Councilman Andrew Mitcham, Jersey Village City
Councilman Bobby Warren, Jersey Village City Manager Austin Bleess(who was Very significant in the
mitigation), and Jersey Village City Councilman James Singleton(who is also a Harris County peace
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officer/fire fighter/floods first responder). This would help children, Jersey Village, and even Northwest
Harris County, families, children, residents, and elderly all help to have a scope on Jersey Village
hurricane, tropical storms, and the history of crucial, Harris County, flood mitigation history, so nobody
ever forgets it say a hundred years down the road. The statues could be themed with them wading
through high water, or just with them standing, and a commemorative plaque could explain each flood
mitigation leader and what they did to solve the horrific flooding problems, which had existed for
decades before them. We really, actually, feel that all of these listed leaders: Congressman John
Culberson(the patron Saint of flood victims, since he's on Appropriations Committee and brought
significant funding to widen the bayou and do countless Harris County flood projects); Harris County
Judge Ed Emmett; Precinct Four Harris County Commissioner R. Jack Cagle; Jersey Village Mayor
Justin Ray(first Jersey Village Mayor to do any significantly bold flood mitigation in the city's history);
City Councilman Andrew Mitcham(extremely vocal, also a flood victim, and appeared before Justice
Emmett and Commissioner Cagle to push Jersey Village's cause for serious flood mitigation); Jersey
Village City Manager Austin Bleess(a brilliantly guided, well educated, flood mitigation master planner);
City Councilman Bobby Warren(wrote Congressman Culberson and lobbied hard for flood mitigation);
and City Councilman James Singleton(appeared before and lobbied Emmett and Cagle, and also is a
past floods first responder, Harris County Arson Investigator, and fire fighters). So the statues, in front of
the 'R. Jack Cagle Harris County Library', to be constructed in Jersey Village(possibly at 290 and
Senate Avenue) would have three in front: Congressman John Culberson; Harris County Judge Ed
Emmett; Precinct 4 Commissioner R. Jack Cagle; Jersey Village City Councilman Andrew Mitcham;
Jersey Village City Manager Austin Bleess; Jersey Village City Councilman Bobby Warren; and Jersey
Village City Councilman James Singleton. It would be a symbolic piece of highly cultural history, and a
permanent one, but one to allow Harris County, as well as the world, to Never forget the horrors that
were: Memorial Day Flood; Tax Day Flood; and Hurricane Harvey, and the plaque could eloquently and
Strongly emphasize the benevolence that all of these bold Harris County, federal, and Jersey Village,
public leaders exerted to work to fix the tragic, public, problem. The new Cagle Library, built in Jersey
Village, could make money with late book fees, and also with membership fees, and it could make
money by being one of the first libraries, in the nation, to start offering county home schooling courses,
for kids upto teens, in the library's teaching rooms, for reasonable cost to tax-paying, home schooling,
Jersey Village and Harris County families. Commissioner Cagle, and especially Councilman Singleton,
could honestly argue that 'tax-paying and voting Harris County and Jersey Village families should have
recourse after tragedies like Parkland.' And Harris County could make these 'for credit' courses that
home-schooled kids could use to apply to college with. The 'R. Jack Cagle Branch Library,' in Jersey
Village could also have a 'City of Jersey Village Museum,' which could hold city archives, especially
detailing floods and flood mitigation work by Emmett, Cagle, Congressman Culberson, Mayor Ray, and
Councilmen Mitcham, Warren, Singleton, and City Manager Austin Bleess, as well. Older, historical,
black and white, pictures of Henry Clark, Jersey Village founder and dairy farmer, could also fill the
walls, and exhibit cases of the small museum. It would be nice attraction to visitors of Jersey Village, as
well as long-time families and residents, alike. And it would serve as a place-marker, in flood mitigation
history, for Congressman Culberson, Judge Emmett, Jack Cagle, and Jersey Village leaders, as well.
Jersey Village has also longed for a dog park. Councilman Bobby Warren, who has a 'dog son,' or 'fur
baby,' that is quite popular online, and his nice wife, have always longed for it, but it's been held up with
snags by flood control district. We feel, that for all the countless calls he's taken from his constituent
flood victims, from all of their flood ptsd that he's dutifully listened objectively and respectfully to, that he
and his wife, and his fellow fur baby owning constituents, deserve their dog park now. It could be called
'The Councilman Bobby Warren and Titus Harris County Dog Park.' A last idea was an amphi-theatre,
since Jersey Village has no music, or concert, venues, which could be a huge hit, and even allow the
City of Jersey Village, or Harris County, to make money on public concerts, or music events, similar to a
mini-Cynthia Woods Mitchell Pavillian. Musicians could make could money off the concert venue tickets,
Jersey Village could get a cut, and so could Harris County. It could be called, 'The Ed Emmett and
Andrew Mitcham Amphi-theatre,' or the 'Ed Emmett and Andrew Mitcham Pavillion.' Councilman
Mitcham likes music a lot, and Judge Emmett might, just as well.
69. I think this survey is kinda useless: every problem you note is important@!
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70. Many of the older neighborhoods, such as ours, have experienced flooding and an increase in absentee
homeowners who spend little on the property and collect rents from improperly vetted people. The
dilapidation factor in these homes is evident from the street. Additionally, given that our neighborhood is
40 years old, we have a lot of elderly, retired people living on a fixed income who cannot afford to
properly maintain their home. It would be wonderful if we could provide a list of qualified elderly and
modest income homeowners who can apply for an receive help in making standard home repairs.
71. It would be nice to have sidewalks on the main streets that make walking to restaurants and stores from
our neighborhood more convenient.
72. Harris county is good
73. Drainage and storm sewer systems need improvements. Culverts under Addicks/Howell rd south of
memorial Drive are too small (inadequate) and drainage along that road and highway 6 needs much
improvement to prevent runoff from coming into Fleetwood backyards and streets. It should go directly
into Buffalo bayou. Many curbs need repair as they were damaged by trash removal companies during
Harvey flood cleanup. Police patrols should be increased in the neighborhoods to supplement private
security. Memorial Drive construction between Kirkwood and Eldridge has taken far too long, causing
disruption to businesses and traffic for years. Whatever entity is responsible for road construction
contracts needs to get on the ball, write better contracts, and see that the work gets done on schedule.
The city and county should be helping all Harvey flooded neighborhoods.
74. Our city is falling apart. Poor planning for the future has got us here. Please make the basics of city life
a priority over giving handouts to people who are taking advantage of the system. Our streets are worse
than a third world country! Our city's flooding is a direct result of poor city management of funds that
should have gone to build the infrastructure to prepare for a flood possibility that was proposed by
engineers years ago. Now the city has a much larger problem and one that's much costlier than what
should have been. When the city is strong and we see our tax dollars being spent wisely, all of our
citizens will benefit.
75. The main challenge with regard to affordable housing broadly, is providing it in ways that don't lessen
the quality/feel of a specific community where it is implemented, while also not limiting it to chronically
deprived neighborhoods which make the recipients of aid/support feel like they are still stuck in a "less
than" situation. Communities need to be addressed in diverse ways, so that the overall result is better
for everyone living there.
76. As a Harvey victim, the most important improvements to me involve water retention and drainage
improvements. I live in a home that is 40 years old and had never flooded before Harvey. Continuous,
unchecked development upstream on the Cypress Creek watershed with inadequate storm water
retention to mitigate downstream impact has negatively impacted homes in older developments. Use
our tax dollars and allocated federal funds to prevent catastrophic flooding.
77. Moré police presence At crime hot spots grocery Stores post office
78. THE QUESTIONS SEEM TO BE OF A UN AGENDA BIAS I DO NOT CONSENT
79. The neighborhoods that are occupied by majority African American and Hispanic seem to be neglected
in areas of repair and clean up. The areas that I speak about like Sunnyside for example is infested with
drug houses, drug users and run down properties. Instead of make America Great why can't our
neighborhoods be made great and safe to live in.
80. Na
81. We have lived in this house since it was built in 2009 and money has not been an issue until I was laidoff in 2017. I have not been able to find another job since. We have one vehicle to use between my
husband and I which makes finding a job anywhere other then near my home or my husbands work very
difficult. Having a bus system that comes near my home would be extremely helpful.
82. This is a terrible survey. Your questions are misleading and unclear of the intent of the questions.
83. We need curbs, gutters & sidewalks. Our roads are narrow & if cars park on the street the school bus
driver has to get out and get people to move their cars. We have deep ditches and when my husband
weed-eating the ditches I can not see where he is. they are over 5-6 feet deep. We have had homes
flooded in our area and they are still repairing from Harvey & put their trash out near the street and
sometimes in the ditches. We live in Sky Scraper Shadows and need help in our area. Everyone walking
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89.
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91.

92.

93.

94.
95.

96.
97.

98.
99.

has to walk in the streets with no sidewalks. Does it take someone to get killed to get help in our area.
We have a school 1 block from us and they have to walk in the streets to & from school.
Taxpayers should not be funding the vast majority of what is surveyed above. People need to be
responsible for themselves, not living off handouts from the government.
It would be nice if something could be done with the panhandlers. Not all street people are homeless
and some homeless folks choose this lifestyle. Houston has a Democratic Mayor so he is going to
spend the money on issues that provide him with the votes needed to keep the city Democratic. People
are people and in many cases handouts are not in the best interest. It would be nice to see some of the
programs come to Houston that assist people with getting jobs by educating them on a skill, help the
inmates get work when they are released, keep the pedophiles in prison and release the small drug
crime folks. And my biggest pet peeve is do something about the ILLEGAL population! There is a way
for them to be legal but why should they when they reap benefits that I don't have access to.
Drainage is major problem!
Don't use this survey as an excuse to raise taxes.
I appreciate your concern for others AND your interest in my points of view.
None.
Our major concern with housing is the amount of multi family, as well as private housing permits that are
being granted in the Cypress/Little Cypress floodplain areas. We have been flooded 5 times in the last
10 years, each flood orders of magnitude greater than the one preceding, due in great part to the
unceasing laying of cement for new construction of homes, apartments, and streets.
People need to be encouraged to get off assistance. I have a renter that has been on housing
assistance for over TEN years, but she has had two additional children within that time. Taxpayers
should not have to support her and her children.
The program put in place a few years ago under the Obama administration to "diversify" communities
we were told specifically selected Cypress as needing greater diversity and lower income. The result of
the efforts prior to 2018 is that crime in Cypress has greatly and noticeably improved.
Your office is useless. I don't support any of these programs. Let the private sector and religious
organization take care of this. They do it faster, better, and cheaper. Spend the money on sending all
the illegals back to where they came from and stop the invasion. this will do more to improve the lives of
the drug addicts, unemployed and homeless than any government subsidy program possibly could.
Make Texas American Again!
When new housing or store fronts are planned to be built, the roads should be widened before the new
construction is finished, vice waiting afterwards when the traffic is heavier and causes major backups.
I want Metro to put a bus stop nearer to our recently built homes.But we are very displeased with a low
scale motel on Greens Rd.It is an eye sorer and too close to us no barriers.Don't want to give
transportation to entice bad element to our neighborhood.
In spring branch, we need to demolish and/or get rid of the large number of poorly-kept, old, run-down
apartment complexes.
Harris County needs to hire more police to accommodate our community and others. The crime rate
(robberies, car thefts, home thefts, vandalism, etc.) has gotten extremely worse. In addition ~ loud
vehicles racing through our neighborhoods and meeting in public places ~ loud music & mufflers should
be ticketed. Loud neighbor party's not dealt with. Loose dogs attacking people and their pets are made
too difficult to resolve getting through all of the requirements needed. The City needs to pay for the
damage done to the sidewalks in front of homes caused by erosion due to Harvey and other
hurricanes/storms.
I may lose my home due to low income and I would not qualify for any other housing.
I am a retired Petroleum Engineer and my wife is a retired Public School Teacher. We are financially
secure, live in an up-scale gated community, are still independently mobile and in relatively good health.
We do not personally encounter the human and environmental problems described herein, although we
know they exist. Therefore, I don't think it appropriate to include my perceptions in this survey.
Generally, I sympathize with folks who are less fortunate that myself. I feel they should be treated
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humanely. Where options exist, I tend to favor assistance that will correct a problem situation, rather
than sustain a problem situation … even though the former may initially cost more than the latter.
100. There has been some vacant land that is getting covered with homes/townhouses..Soon it will be a
flood factor...There are way too many apartment units in this whole general area...Traffic has become
unsafe as drivers are taking unacceptable changes running red lights, REALLY speeding (50+ in 35mi.
zone)...Gun crime is getting too common in this area as in all of Houston..A storefront which was great
was recently closed....Food shopping is plentiful and excellent...I am very concerned about the women
drivers on cell phones with a number of children in the car...We have a fire station close by and it is
great for medical also........Thank you.
101. This survey doesn’t work on iPhone because the answers that are better than neutral don’t show
102. More police or constable presence in the neighborhood tends to reduce crime.
103. We are tired of the increase in flooding, the increase in concrete, the over building of apartments, strip
centers and housing developments.. We don't need anymore of these-certainly no more apartments!!
FM 1960 (Cypress Creek Parkway) is riddled now with empty spaces due to business' moving to better
locations. Crime is taking over. So many of these centers need to be refurbished and rented out before
allowing more to be build. All this excess building is certainly contributing to our increased flooding, and
the crime and overbuilding of housing is causing our property values to go down.
104. The drug selling and prostitution and how they allow the buildings and townhome communities to be out
of code and a health violation and hazardous crazy to me. It is 2018! No one should live in this
conditions and allow landlords and property managers to pocket all the money and not do any
repairs!!!!! It is disgusting and a mess of complexes out of code and why does no one hold them
accountable to fix these properties!!!
105. We moved from one community in the zip code to another and the difference is night and day. In and
around my new community along Lake Houston Pkwy, I'd like to see street lighting, sidewalks, and
some semblance of drainage alongside the streets. The pooling & standing water is terrible when it rains
and is a haven for mosquitos.
106. part 15 question three, you should separate substance abuse from mental health, people who abuse
drugs and/or alcohol made that choice to be stupid, the mentally ill did not get to make the decision so
they should get better services then people who chronically made poor decisions. Question 26 needs to
include an option I choice not to answer like you do on age and race.
107. I wish that we could curb development in flood prone areas. I don't think that we need so many "luxury"
units. I believe that Houston is a growing metropolis, but, I don't think that we have the population to
sustain long term luxury rents. Hopefully, there is someone planning for what to do with these units, in
the event that they aren't filled and are sold off or dispensed in any other way.
108. Crime went up in my neighborhood since section 8 moved in after 2009; tired of taking care of these
people who refuse to work. Get the illegals out and the blacks will work at those jobs. Not my fault
blacks drop out of school. For the last 30 years I've watched the illegals use several names to get
welfare benefits but work as 1099 so they benefit when US citizens are suffering, i.e., higher taxes,
higher insurance, etc... these illegals have it made! Pass e-verify and force these evil employers to go to
jail when hiring these people. They will self deport if they can't get the free everything. They commit
almost all the theft crimes as well. Everywhere I've worked illegals have stolen from my employer. Do
something about it!
109. Credit is an important tool to use when deciding to give a loan. Derogatory items remain on the credit to
long. Sometimes unforeseen issues arise that are beyond a person's control. When a person has
remedied the issues they are still hindered from purchasing a home.
110. Originally feom New Zealand, involved with neighbors block party. Lots of aging Neighbour s we are
trying to support aging in place.Engaging Neighbour s to talk to Neighbour s and reach out for support.
Volunteer as lost pet coordinator and interact with neighbourhood email groups on nextdoor. Regularly
give water to homeless and warm clothing in cold weather
111. In regards to our neighborhood—there is a lot of theft on a constant basis. Theft of property around the
neighborhood, vehicles broken into frequently, etc. This neighborhood should be patrolled more
frequently by officers, especially at night and on weekends when theft is most prevalent.
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112. As a community grows its needs change. Support for the homeless, the elderly, youths, etc change.
Also the resources for these needs are in our coummunities, but go unused because we don't have a
system to access and use them. For example job training and business support go hand in hand, one
supports the other and in turn strengthens our community. And as we grow these needs are not always
readily visible as we go about out daily lives so we sometimes miss what is needed.
113. Although I generally support some degree of housing assistance for lower income individuals and
facilities to assist in transitioning from homelessness (like the New Hope facilities), I am against
programs such as the Houston land bank. I think tax dollars are better spent on projects that provide
benefit to a greater number of people rather than just certain individuals who are chosen in a somewhat
arbitrary fashion. Further, a high concentration of land bank properties may affect overall property
values in a given area and stunt other related development (retail, bars/restaurants, etc.).
114. I do not want any affordable, low income housing in my ZIP code. Every time aside development goes
up, my property values go down. Tear down the derelict buildings and move them where they have
access to public transportation. That is not my neighborhood.
115. I live in a nice middle-class sub-division in unincorporated Harris County. Within the sub-division we
have 1,100 apartment units that are moderately maintained. A few years ago and after Katrina, the
apartments began accepting section 8 residents. We were forced to hire additional contract deputies to
keep up with the increased criminal incidents. When the apartments no longer accepted Section 8
residents, the criminal activities decreased dramatically. This is factual not antidotal information. From
that perspective, I personally believe it is unwise to subject communities to the issues that come with
low income properties.
116. the homeless population seems to be growing daily
117. I understand that public transportation helps the elderly and disabled, but metro buses are not the
answer as they bring in a lot of crime. There needs to be small buses for the elderly and disabled to use
that allows them to get to public services, like grocery stores, community centers, hospital/medical
treatment that is specifically for them, that they could get a monthly pass for to give them mobility, but
not bring crime into communities.
118. We need more qualified, appropriate, affordable or free legal representation for the individuals in our
comunities to deal with appropriate child support, housing and other court matters to prevent reincarceration for same offenses and other legal matters frequently experienced by the poor, mentally or
physically ill.
119. I have been at my job for 31 years and have been recently layed off. Its a whole new world out there
since i have been working since i was 14 but i do not have insurance now so to have someone to talk to
outside my family realm of what im going through would be great but no insurance makes it hard. the
information my employer gave me is all outdated and it feels like i just go in cirles on the computer .
Love coming to the library , love that they have alot of programs but would like to see more for older
people .
120. My neighborhood (Easthaven) could use a park or green space, since we don't have sidewalks.
121. I currently serve veterans professionally by connecting them to quality resources in the community
therefore familiar with many of the needs of the veteran community.
122. difficult survey. our specific n'hood mostly consists of working or retired, proud and responsible people
who are able to take care of themselves. 60% were hit hard by harvey and appreciate the assistance
received. so most of the questions would not necessarily apply to us. we love our bike trails. we also
love our clubhouse, playground, space for group sports and swimming pool - but we do not need or
want government assistance. as regards the homeless, often they have health issues and mental illness
issues, but like all people, they value their freedom and will often not take advantage of government
housing. should they be forced to? most of your services specified in our n'hood - so no not here. most
libraries, senior centers etc are close enough. and yes, please - fix the flooding issues, and do not grant
permits to build housing in areas that are known to flood. in my opinion that is criminal!
123. It would be helpful if you would define "community" and "neighborhood. I know many of these things are
needed in various areas in Houston, but in my particular area, not so much. For instance, bus service
and apartments are important in a city, but they have deteriorated at quality of the area in which I live
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(1960 and Kuykendahl). I know this sounds snobbish, but I think those of us who can ought to be able to
live in a quiet, peaceful area.
124. The streets in Westbury and Southwest Houston are in very poor condition and need repairs.
125. I know these issues are more prevalent on the edges of my neighborhood, but I teach at the local
community college and hear about my students' needs all the time. I think these services should be
provided for them and if it is in my neighborhood, all the better.
126. Finding affordable housing is near impossible unless you don’t mind living in run down, roach infested
high crime areas. Also with large dogs it’s impossible to get approved in most apts or single house
leases. They’re great loving non aggressive dogs that weigh a lot.
127. Houston has unfortunately seen an uptick in apartments, and it is only a matter of time for crime to rise
and the apartments to get run down. They are an eye sore. And we do not need anymore in this city.
Enough is enough. In a city that had some, we now have so many apartments that they cannot even fill
them all! But they keep building them! Preserve whatever sanctity we have left. We do not want to be
the next Chicago. Not only is it crowding the city and increasing crime but traffic!
128. Although I don't have stats for my neighborhood on the need for all the services listed, I do see a lot of
people on street corners asking for handouts, but that is all over the city, although not as many as I used
to see.
129. In regards to the issue of low income housing, such housing needs to be increased in Harris County.
However, the increase needs to occur in all sectors of the county, (e.g. in wealthy/middle/poor
neighborhoods), and with a consideration for the need for existing/developing supportive infrastructure.
We are indeed worsening the problem when our efforts make it more affordable to live in neighborhoods
far away from jobs and the inner city of Houston, instead of providing more affordable housing to the
population dense inner city area.
130. I was unclear what kind of survey this was. My reason for participating was to support the feeling many
of my neighbors have that new development does not need to continue in our area that will cause more
future flooding. New subdivisions/business strip centers, etc. should not cause future flooding of existing
subdivisions.
131. My concerns are: Minor vandalism -- people breaking into cars at night, and tearing down mailboxes. I
recently had burglar bars put all over my home. There are not enough sidewalks on S Mason, so people
can easily walk to shopping. There are Park N Rides to go downtown, but we need busses that connect
with other areas of Houston, or trolleys to carry shoppers up & down South Mason, or to the mall. I'm
concerned about lack of noise control in my neighborhood - lots of loud Tejano music on weekends, and
lots of barking dogs. I live in the Silverstone subdivision, which is old and a bit run down. Developers are
always trying to buy properties here; I'm sure the want to gentrify the neighborhood, bulldoze the
homes, and put up million dollar condos here. That will be devastating for the people who live here,
many of whom own their homes. All said, I love living in Katy and hope I will live here forever.
132. Side walks and public transportation all along the Barker Cypress is a main need in the community. It
would be very efficient to connect 290 to I10 by public transportation
133. I think we have been inundated with low income housing and it has caused crime to increase in our
area. Also we have an increased number of panhandlers and I wish the sheriffs department could do
something about them being on the streets.
134. Do not make being poor and or homeless worse by moving them out of the city. Taking people away
from public transportation and available jobs is not the answer. Stop the gentrification in the city of
Houston that pushes the residents living in poverty further away from the services they need. Even in
New York each building has to allow 20% occupancy for new york residents in poverty.
135. This is a great, convenient place to live. We moved here in 1978 and raised our 4 children here. We
hope to live here the rest of our lives.
136. Main concern is SAFETY in this area, related to homeless activity. Also property value due to this.
Second concern is availability of SAFE, well lit paths/parks/trails to use as well as attract other people to
the neighborhoods.
137. most concerned about making 6l0/post oak road into a toll road- DO NOT WANT!!
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138. My spouse is a small business owner and still works part-time as well; however, we have not managed
to accummulate much savings over the years.
139. The widening of hufsmith kohrville from holderreith to the 2920 with additional traffic lights should be a
priority.
140. Calling 211 is not always the answer when trying to find help. We have unmet needs as a result of
Hurricane Harvey as well as from being low balled by our homeowner's insurance and FEMA was
useless. It was by luck we contacted the Red Cross and now have a case manager to help but the
process is very very slow.
141. It is tyrannical for government to force some people to pay for other people's housing, substance abuse
treatment, etc.
142. The Westbury neighborhood has outstanding potential due to its proximity to the Medical Center and
Galleria, but has pockets of abandoned/ignored property that have accumulated trash and crime (such
as the area immediately around the old Westbury Square and much of South Post Oak). With areas
cleaned up, new businesses can be incentivized to come into the area and could generally improve
desirability and quality of life.
143. We need a better police presence in our area.
144. No.
145. this is TOTALY left leaning
146. Gentrification has taken over many parts of Houston and while that creates a beautiful place for those
that are wealthy to love it forces an even wider gap between those in poverty those well to do. Houston
needs to address the epidemic of homelessness and how they are treated. Laws that keep the
community from helping with food distribution to the homeless are cruel and harm so many that are
already in a precarious place.
147. Living on the edge of the Barker Reservoir and my neighborhood being close to destroyed during
Harvey, the key focus for me would be drainage. Second would be improved public transportation like a
light rail or train.
148. As a community activist in the Super Neighborhood #42 located near Bush airport I would hope the City
and County would spend more time rebuilding/revitalizing the Bordervsille area. Why? Because we are
an older black community and many of our visitors come through and see a dilapidated area near the
airport. Both city and county need to invest time for ZONING and that would help with new and older
neighborhoods WITH established NEW ordinances to address WHY neighborhoods fall apart because
there is not clear direction and policies for residents to follow. The restrictions need to be updated in
older neighborhoods and that encourages new home owners to the area and rebuilding the community
can begin. Bordersville is an older black community with long history. But our visitors to Houston
deserve to see thriving neighborhoods especially near Bush airport and surrounding areas. My name is
Deidre C. Taylor--Let's work together
149. I am fortunate in being a property owner in a deed-restricted area of Houston. so my concerns are often
focused on the water / sewer / drainage problems I see building up as the areas above Westheimer (not
deed restricted) continue to put 2 where there was one, and leave no permeable ground. There has
been a noticeable increase in flooding since I moved here 20 years ago. the city could easily
DEMAND/REQUIRE permeable parking lots such as have been put in in the 1600 block of Westheimer
which would be a great beginning. And it could stop catering to developers who have no obligation to
mitigate potential flooding as they put more and more lot-line to lot-line McMansions. Why don't we have
an ordinance that requires 30% permeable land on a lot? There has been one good step in requiring
wider sidewalks for new builds or rebuilds, but much more is needed. If the sidewalks are cheek by jowl
with the street (as is on all the new stuff in Upper Kirby) the sidewalks are still not safe to walk on! How
about requiring a much wider set back for the ground floor of these boring, unimaginative apartment
complexes. then at least there would a hope of encouraging pedestrians. As it is, you joust with bicycles
because it is not safe for them to be on the street either. I do not believe the city can provide housing for
everyone, including the feckless who spend their money on drugs and cigarettes and big cars. We do
need affordable apartments however, that are kept up. too many landlords seem to be like the Kushners
- let the building deteriorate to a point where it is unfit to live in, then get it condemned and build some
gigantic new thing. And they get away with it. Lastly, Houston has been so stupid about public
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transportation I can hardly believe it. Thailand, which has a similar climate, put their skytrain up in the air
where it belongs, and it runs like clockwork - it is clean, efficient and cheap! And we accuse them of
being a third-world country....
150. Since 2009 this country and our neighborhoods have declined. Though now the economy is improving
the lack of management in Houston has caused this City to decline rapidly. Three quarters of this City is
low income, you can not support a City without middle class and high income earners. Need to entice
middle class families with nice neighborhoods. Nice housing, good schools. Houston HAS TO get rid of
ALL the slum apartments, trashy store fronts and the crime has increased in Houston over the last 3
years.
151. Don't like the way that the questions have been grouped together. It affected they way that I answered.
152. There are so many needs. I live in the unincorporated area of Harris County and see so many needs
DAILY. There is an alarming number of young adults with either incarcerated or deceased parents with
nowhere to go. There are not enough services for the mentally ill and formerly incarcerated. Too often
our young people take what the court appointed attorney offers from the DA Office and then they are
ruined forever. They can't afford an attorney, they trust the court appointed ones and then they are
forever unable to get a job or housing.
153. Side walk repair for wheelchair people with disabilities
154. THE ONLY REAL ISSUES THAT I SEE IN THE CYPRESS AREA ARE FLOOD RELATED ISSUES.
WE FLOODED FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME IN 2001 AND HAVE HAD MULTIPLE FLOODING
EVENTS SINCE THEN. THE RATE OF NEW CONSTRUCTION IS THIS AREA FAR EXCEEDS THE
INFRASTRUCTURE OF NEW ROADWAYS AND NEW HOUSING/BUSINESSES.
155. To many people get housing that don't deserve it. Tighter interviewing in person and not over the phone
each year. I know people that are on housing and rent out rooms, and that pays their rent. Housing
need to tighten their rules and investigations.
156. Just a note: Not a single mention was made in this survey regarding schools or the improvement of the
school situation. I do not live in the city. I live in a quiet industrial setting in Harris County and our school
lacks tremendously. Why is the elementary that I attended, and now my daughter attends, in such a lowincome status? Sheldon ISD is overlooked and we need more opportunities for our schools to teach our
kids with better equipment such as computers and fast paced learning methods to keep up with the way
kids are learning now.
157. The Houston housing situation is broken completely. Section 8 housing is a huge problem with in my
ZIP Code. One person qualifies and they move 15 to 20 people in. The crime rises in the neighborhood
and local citizens and businesses are terrorized. When you called the police the police do not want to
respond because one part of the community African-American is allowed to do however they please.
Many small business owners are closing and moving north out of Harris county to get away from the
crime and issues created by the Housing Authority . The mayor should be ashamed of himself for his
lack of reform and the HUD housing process is a scam. As an adult if you want to house you need to go
to work and earn the money to buy house nobody should be given a free house or free housing based
on the fact that they simply do not want to go to work. I will make my opinion along with the rest of my
Latino brothers and sisters opinions known November at the polls.
158. I don't believe that the HCDD should use an Architect living outside the state of Texas, i.e. Arkansas,
Arizona, whatever. There is plenty of talent right here in Texas. In addition, I don't believe for the SFHR
with FEMA or CDBG Funds, it should be an OPEN Pandora's Box of Plans & elevations. We need a Set
Plan Base that has specific supplies. The Cost to Build with tax payer funds diminishes. In Addition, I
BELIEVE, that there should be an Express Lane for Permitting for these homes to not get bogged down
in the City of Houston Permitting Center (Of course, after they have been Mastered). It shouldn't be as
time draining as it has been the last several years. Last I recall, the MDI Inspection program had been
ceased. It needs to be reinstated. I also believe that it shouldn't be granted to an outside of Texas
Builder/Subcontractor. IF HCDD supports the Section 3/MW Business Owned mantra, they should
facilitate that theory in their working practice as well.
159. Baytown needs to focus on cleaning up it's neighborhoods and eliminating crime. It has almost become
an embarrassment to own a home here. The property taxes are out of control, crime is out of control,
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and there are neighborhoods in dire need of either being cleaned up or simply torn out. We need more
good police presence and strong republican leadership.
160. The choice of answers is designed to benefit your project and biased. Its not fair and balanced survey.
161. The most dire need in the neighborhood is for crime prevention and the ability of commercial business.
There is only one subpar grocery in the neighborhood, really. I feel a strong message needs to be sent
to those in the community who want to do crime, lock them up. You will not get higher income people to
move back with the crime level the way it is and the lack of commercial business. Cleanliness is also a
probably, could we get the streets swipe every now and then?
162. Get the homeless / mentally ill out of the street and force them to receive treatments of fitting the criteria
and rebabitated instead of dumpy back on the street the next day. Panhandling should be made illegal.
Many panhandle professionally without paying taxes. Asking for job or food is fine. Money hell no.
163. While homelessness is not a problem in my specific neighborhood, it is a large problem in Cypress as
well as Houston. There are always peopel under the bridges and people at all of the major intersections
begging for assistance. Believe that a program that offered transitional housing and employment
counseling would be good. My daughter moved downtown and I was amazed at the tent city. These
people should be helped as well.
164. Do not want metro bus. Survey would not let me go higher than 3
165. For question 27 - both my husband and I are retired, but are back to working full-time.
166. With regards to water treatment plants, the EPA has already deemed the waste fumes, chemical smells
and noise levels to be adverse to human health. Why are permits given to MUD organizations to build
homes around them? When homeowners find out they were tricked to buying by a water plant, not
treatment plant. No family would willingly put their family at risk. Then, to build bigger plants and future
plants in the same location close to children, School and families, just makes no sense towards the
future.
167. Everything described is important on some level, but probably the most important issue is storm/flood
prevention. We cannot afford to keep cleaning up after Hurricanes and heavy rain events.
168. Harris County/City of Houston street repairs done by trainee contractors, compare to fort bend county in
Houston area, just money goes to the drain , very very poor road construction.
169. Need Grocery Stores
170. our area has completely changed and for not good since they put in apartments in our area more
robberies, more violence this was once a quite farming community now its just becoming chaos with the
people that are destroying our community
171. The neighborhood I live is fortunate enough to have little issues. Minor crime, rental property issues,
slight flooding, etc. The surrounding areas are not so lucky. Still in Harris County. Homeless living under
the bridges, homes in disrepair, and drug issues. Although there are agencies to help, we still have
issues. It takes a week to get an appointment with VA. It doesn't matter what language we speak, there
are still issues in each culture and area that need to be addressed. I live in a part of Harris County
where I only see minor issues. I know we need more community outreach, help for the single parent, a
place for a veteran or homeless to stay and help for these people when they need it.
172. Gentrification is ruining neighborhoods by destroying existing historic homes to build extremely
expensive homes that ruin the history of neighborhoods, cause property taxes to rise to the point that
long-time residents are forced to leave for financial reasons, and cause significant traffic/safety and
parking problems. Because Houston unwisely and selfishly chooses to not have zoning - influenced by
greed, we have allowed most of the historic structures in Houston to be destroyed. We do not enforce
deed restrictions. Houston is the ugliest and least cohesive city I have ever seen, and I have traveled
throughout the U.S. and Europe. San Antonio does a far better job of protecting neighborhoods and
older/historic homes. Houston is creating segregation through financial means and pushing working
class, lower income white collar workers, and poor workers into increasingly unsafe neighborhoods and
overpriced, poorly-maintained housing. This is shameful.
173. Yes, how long will results come with the findings of this survey? Our area is east of Nasa Space Center
and have not flooded in storms of the last 10 plus years. Transportation from our area to downtown is
really needed as many of us are now seniors, do not feel comfortable driving on major highways into the
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city. HOV lanes should be open on weekends and holidays to give seniors the opportunity to enjoy the
amenities of the city. Shopping at local malls is hampered as no bus rides are available to our area.
174. What is Houston doing to limit development in prairies and woodlands upstream of town? Without
increased retention pond requirements and limits on the conversion of water retaining landscapes into
high runoff development, the addition of more impermeable surfaces upstream means we won't need
record breaking rainfall to flood again.
175. In my area. We need more after school activities. We need to capture the minds of the next generation.
With after school activities, such as Athletics. Would create a neighborhood with optimism and resilience
from our youth.
176. At end of survey, I expected to be asked for a donation because this resembles the political surveys I
often see, where yes is the only answer, and the goal is to educate not inquire. But ok, I’ll say it: All of
the above social services are very important to some of us and should be to all of us.
177. It is hard to answer some questions, without elaborating on the complexities of the problems presented.
Different communities have needs that should prioritized according the specific problems in that area. In
an ideal world, with unlimited funds, all of the issues presented here are important. All these issues are
important: taking care of the needs of the homeless, our veterans, our children/their parents, our
seniors, our mentally ill, our disabled, and those who have live in housing that has repeatedly flooded.
One thing for sure, is that the city and regional area/counties have not done a good job in allowing
development without properly considering the impact upon those of us who live near the central part of
the city. City and county officials need to make sure that development fees include proper funding for
flood prevention. In addition, funding for city infrastructure for drainage/sewer/bayou maintenance needs
to be prioritized.
178. Flooding control projects must be an absolute priority. I would like to see more oversight on
development projects as well, as pertaining to impermeable ground cover and runoff issues. These
developments are allowed to proceed and their combined effect is to cause greater flooding and
damage downstream, and we are externalizing all those costs of flooding onto the public because we
are not forcing developers to mitigate their runoff or to build adequate infrastructure. In addition, the
County is allowing this rampant development to occur without itself planning for future drainage
infrastructure, so that when it does realize it needs to build, the land needed is expensive to acquire. For
example, if we wait 10 years to build the promised "third reservoir", the land needed will already be
neighborhoods and impossible to acquire. Harris County needs an comprehensive plan that builds
drainage before allowing development, so that homeowners are not forced to bear the cost of their
oversights.
179. Need to address preventing flooding due to development not 1000 year storms. Transportation via
roads needs to be a focus you are not going to sell mass transit to central city. Need to develop
commercial/retail centers like the Woodlands, Clear Lake, Kingswood etc.
180. I would like to discuss storm drainage in my area. I live immediately off of Cypress-N. Houston in
Ravensway (Ravenwing Drive). We have lived in our house since 1985. I find it very disturbing to find
out that we flooded during Hurricane Harvey (as well as other times when we have had rains) because
Harris County has not cleaned out our storm drains for 30 years. There were 2 ladies in our
neighborhood that had been working with Harris County on this problem; however, Harvey came during
the time that work had finally started. But, the help came too late. The county did not have enough time
to get 30 years of this uncleaned storm drains cleaned out. I have a video (taken by these two ladies) of
the work that was being done at the time Harvey came onto the horizon......If you would like to see this
video (you should already have it), I will have one of the ladies send it to you. Please let me know if you
need it. Again, this lack of maintenance to our storm drains is unacceptable. And, also, we flooded
because you have an out-of-date system to open up the Barker-Cypress Reservoir and let water flow to
Galveston. I was told (by one of your ….. Harris County employees)..... "There is only one way to open
the valve for the dam (open it ALL the way or NOT at all)". Why isn't there a valve on this dam to open it
gradually?......I know why...... it is out of date, you haven't taken the time nor money to update this
reservoir.....WELL, IT IS TIME TO GET IT UPDATED …. Don't you think???? And, because of this, we
have seen the risk of flooding continue to increase each year. Many houses on Ravenwing Drive have
flooded 3 times in the past couple of years. This is unacceptable. And, why did they flood? Reread the
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information above.....In the 33 years that we have lived in our house, I had never see (nor heard) any
clean outs of Storm Drains in the manner in which they had begun (a few months before Harvey.....but
Harvey came) to clean them out (Refer back to the video that I mentioned above). I'm sure that if you go
back into your meetings, you will find the names of these two ladies and their video. One of the ladies is
Kathy Larson ….. I'm sure that you know who she is. NOTE: After Hurricane Harvey, we did go to a
meeting concerning the flooding in Ravensway and the surrounding area....we found the people running
this meeting to be very rude and not caring about listening to our concerns. Most of the people "running
the show" seemed to have "an agenda of their own" that was not conducive to taking care of our flood
problems in this area.
181. Developments either need to be slowed or require impervious cover requirements. There is too much
concrete which causes more flooding issues. Houses are packed into the developments and trees and
cover have been removed. Needs more restrictions.
182. Carriage lane needs side walks and a walking track/path/trail. The school is small. We need sidewalks
to allow kids play outside and not on the street and so families can walk safely. I don't walk because I
worry about cars and there are a lot on the side of the road making me walk in the street. Give us
sidewalks please. Also our roads are uneven on some streets in the neighborhood i.e old meadow lane
has uneven payment. Also, Breen road is horrible for commuters and so is fairbainks bc with holes in
the road. Some regulations are needed for sprint and other companies to contribute for their wear and
tear and dust.
183. Get rid of the low property tax roach infested apartments!
184. We have lived in this neighborhood since 1973 and are saddened by the homes that are not being
repaired or abandoned. We were also flooded by Harvey and had no insurance. We were lucky that we
could use some of our retirement funds to rebuild our home. Since we are above the flood plain, this is
our first time to have water in the home. However, Cypress Creek flooding is the main problem in the
Norchester Sub-Division and needs to be remedied. All we get are promises and no action. Meanwhile,
persons are losing their homes, their investment and leaving the neighborhood. My husband and I are
both veterans in our 80s and consider Norchester our forever home. Help us keep it that way.
185. It would be nice to have better bus stops, with all of them covered. More buses. I do not have a car, and
have a hard time getting from place to place because the sidewalks are not taken care of: overgrown
grass, trees, mud and dirt build up, sidewalk ends abruptly, etc.
186. When considering adding houses in Harris County the drainage issue is very important. Not only did
those homes need to be protected but so do the ones that are further “downstream.” This does not
appear to have been taken into consideration. One subdivision is helped with the flooding, then, the
water is directed improperly just to flood another subdivision that has never flooded before. I am thankful
you are allowing input and hope you are considering the drainage And not building too many
homes/buildings without realizing where the runoff will be going.
187. Please replace the sidewalk on the east side of Kirby between Westheimer and Avalon. It's a real safety
hazard.
188. My neighborhood is near industrial developments. I would really like to see more small businesses,
parks/event spaces, and an increase in overall walkability (sidewalks, street lights, etc.) in my
neighborhood. As a young homeowner who may decide to have kids one day in this neighborhood,
these are very important to me.
189. Harris county needs to pass ordinance that will require disclosure for all properties that have flooded.
Many flooded houses were purchased by hard money lenders, who are not required to 1) disclose
flooding and/or flood damage to property or 2) disclose property is in a flood zone. Step up to the plate
or face constant degradation of housing stock in poor neighborhoods where hard money lenders prey.
190. Four major issues in our community that need addressing are the lack of affordable housing, affordable
childcare, affordable healthcare (including dental) and the lack of accessible transportation for people
who would like to work outside the home. People generally want to work but simply cannot afford to
given the above obstacles, the current minimum wage laws and the practice of companies keeping
hours too low for employees to qualify for benefits. These problems are not new by any means and the
waste by government that could address these issues is appalling.
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191. I worked hard to save and prepare for retirement; however, many others seem incapable of taking care
of themselves, and I am in favor of giving assistance to the homeless, the mentally ill, the victims of
domestic abuse (I've been there), and especially for children and teenagers who need a place to have
constructive activities to give their lives structure and teach responsibility when parents are not available
for a variety of reasons.
192. It seems much of our tax dollars are wasted on solutions to these problems with no real results.
193. My perspective toward needs in my community is based on experience in my work. Although retired, I
am part time volunteer clergy and serve in an area assistance ministry; I pay attention to who is on
nearby streets; I chat with pan handlers, etc.
194. I would really like to stress how important I find access to public transportation, bike paths and
sidewalks. The main reason I didn't mark "satisfied" with my community (or "very satisifed") is because
this a huge hole in the community. The fact that there are so many areas without sidewalks which
makes it challenging if you want to walk to the grocery store is really sad. The bike paths/trails that do
exist are more for recreational use and don't really help those who use bikes as their main source of
transportation, and if the park and ride hours/service doesn't work for your commute you're out of luck if
you don't have a car. This is a real disservice to members of my community who cannot afford a car, or
for those who are one car households.
195. Improve sidewalks along major roadways in the suburbs and along the ditches and canals to form a
more comprehensive network. Work with MUD districts and Houston parks board to incorporate trails
beyond the bayous.
196. I appreciate the opportunity to provide insight to the questions presented in this survey, however the
majority of people that need the services may not have access to a computer if they are homeless or
have mental health issues. This will not allow the citizens that need the services the most to have a
voice in this process.
197. I would like to see two bedroom/two bath for older people that don't need as larger house but still have a
nice place to live in an established neighborhood.
198. The rainwater drainage from the Stella Link Shopping Center-9230 needs to be underground.Stop
flooding my back yard.
199. Our community is a wonderful community with members being from a variety of ethnic backgrounds.
However, we are being harassed by car thefts, home robberies and even by threatening persons
begging on the corners of Westheimer and Kirkwood. Also, we have a road so bumpy it is called the
Kirkwood Kidney Killer. We are too far from the Houston "bubble," those who live within the 610 loop to
receive much notice or care from our liberal council members - so I don't think we will receive any
benefit from this survey. All you want is to move more "needy" into our neighborhood so that the bubble
people won't suffer the problems we have in this far west of Houston area.
200. I've found that being a single black woman with children is frowned upon, ..it beings with oh is your
husband joing us!! From men and women, then the process goes down the hill, Stating things like I don't
know if you'll be able to handle a home this size by yourself etc... this is all before im asked my income.
It's bad
201. The following comments are limited to the need for planning and and requiring necessary infrastructure
before and during any new development that results in greater and higher use of property than what it
replaces, thus placing a burden on existing infrastructure that exceeds capacity and/or adversely affects
existing, nearby properties and residents. Responding to infrastructure needs AFTER new development
has created those needs is illogical, unsafe, and unfair. Requiring residents to wait many years until
such needs are addressed is unacceptable. Failure to require that developers create or help fund
infrastructure improvements before new and greater development occurs is bad policy. These policies
result in much harm including a decrease in the property values of new and existing properties (and thus
decreased tax revenue), as well as unsafe and unsavory conditions. These effects of new development
have happened in my neighborhood for years, they continue to worsen, as a result my property value
and quiet enjoyment of my land have decreased during this time, and nothing at all has been done to
address the problems other than to schedule some kind of work at some unidentified time in the future,
when the City undoubtedly will lack funds to perform the work. Even if it does, such work would come far
too late. More planning of and requirements for rampant, uncontrolled development and construction,
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which persist in my neighborhood and all around it, are vital to the survival of this City. If new ordinances
are required for such planning, they should be proposed and adopted. Development of structures larger,
greater, or of higher use than the former use of the property, including demolition and replacement of
existing residences with such other structures, creates numerous problems. No permits for any such
work should be issued before the developer and the City have identified, planned, and funded all new
and improved infrastructure that the new development makes necessary for safety, capacity, and full
integration into the existing neighborhood. Such infrastructure should include, but is not limited to, (1)
sufficient drainage to handle extra water flowing onto and around existing structures from new
construction that is higher and more dense; (2) adequate storm drains; (3) measures to reduce flood
risk; (4) increased sewer capacity; (5) safe and adequate potable water supply; (6) pedestrian safety
including construction of new ADA-compliant sidewalks, ramps, etc.; and (7) traffic needs such as wider,
repaved, and more public streets for increased parking and travel, elimination of risks such as open
ditches, and measures to deter and stop commuter traffic that speeds through residential streets to
avoid busy thoroughfares and stoplights. City planners and inspectors must enforce existing laws
governing new development and infrastructure. Recently a new commercial building was allowed to be
built in a residential neighborhood. The developer built a sidewalk between the building and the main,
adjacent street that was so narrow and had so many obstacles that no pedestrian at all would be able to
navigate it safely. Certainly, nobody with a mobility disability could do so. The City knew before and
while the building was constructed that no compliant sidewalk could be constructed there. The building
setback from the main street is too narrow even to allow for a compliant sidewalk. There's simply no
excuse for that, and the City should investigate how it happened. I suspect, however that similar code
violations occur all the time, because enforcement is never a priority and such investigations never
happen. In sum, the City's policies regarding new development are woefully inadequate and necessarily
result in unmet infrastructure needs. Before the City identifies the types of infrastructure on which it
should focus, the City should fix its policies that first create inadequate infrastructure.
202. I’m taking this survey on my phone. I couldn’t see 4 or 5 on most 1-5 questions until I turned my phone
sideways. It wouldn’t scroll over. I had to redo half the survey once I found I could get the rest by turning
the phone. If others don’t figure it out your results will be skewed by people only getting 1-3 to show.
203. This area of northeast is where I work and previously lived in. Flooding is a major issue along with
abandoned properties, homeless and mental health issues. The streets are in dire need of repairs and
the area has been overtaken with trucking companies. Many homes are still in need of repair from
flooding.
204. We do not want any more apartments or low income properties in or near our neighborhood. We had a
lot of apartments added and crime in the area immediately increased.
205. We could certainly use more interaction with visiting healthcare services to assist with my quadriplegic
adult son who lives with us.
206. You clowns cannot do simple things right, like fix potholes and run libraries. Leave things like housing to
the big boys.
207. Am among the lucky who live in a stable neighborhood environment. Understand the problems of those
who cannot.
208. The homeless situation is of the most concern at this time overall. People are living under the bridges
who do not intend to EVER do anything more than take handouts. There is no shortage of food for the
homeless, period... It is a society problem! Housing is a major problem and rental property is becoming
beyond reach for most people. Drug dealers are dealing out in the open and he Opioid crisis is a major
issue. The East End is becoming the new Heights and out of reach for most owners. Crime including
burglary, theft and drug use is out of control. Education is for the rich who can afford private education
and most of the minority children are in schools like Ripley House for free. And, the Mayor had the guts
to become involved in the school board issue recently that was non of his business nor was it Shelia
Jackson Lee's business. And, while I understand the legal wrong the majority board did, the minority
members made it a Black thing! I am a former school teacher, twice retired police officer and live in the
east end. Thank God my home is paid for so long as the taxes don't run me out. I tell people I live in the
getto but it is paid for.
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209. Adequate transportation and access to businesses (e.g., grocery store, pharmacy, shops, and banks)
needed. Sprawl has created a social poverty.
210. None
211. We need to better prepare for the next Harvey to reduce risk of flooding.
212. Harris county needs to help the homeless!!
213. One very important issue not mentioned is the overwhelming amount of abused, homeless, dumped and
loose animals in Harris County. This is a community issue that affects all of us and cannot be
underfunded and swept under the rug any longer. Animals must be housed and protected and if that
falls under another survey so be it. I am ashamed of what we are facing in our communities.
214. Neighborhood needs second means of egress , hurricane made us realize there is only one way out and
it floods
215. I would like to have 1. a library in Lakewood Forest 2. Financial assistance for families challenged by the
long term disease of Alzheimer's. There is a lot of money for research, but none that trickles down to
help with the day to day financial struggles of the family. 3. Memory care facilities focused on brain
health and wellbeing. 4. Obliterate west Nile virus carrying mosquitoes in Harris County and
Montgomery County. It is an epidemic kept from the public eye. Why do we need mosquitoes? I would
rather have had the black bears that went extinct in our area.
216. City should work to enhance traffic flow by modernizing the alley ways. Also, home owners do not follow
city guidance when it relates to housing construction is some lots consist of make shift "housing" which
are an eyesore and unsafe. Vehicles are parked on lawns and instances of home owners constructing
concrete parking lot on properties. All of this is an indicator that there is a need for city intervention.
217. Let people stand on their own, government needs to quit giving handouts
218. Would like to see affordable housing for young adults that need support. Persons with Autism that need
different levels of support from "independent living" with help when needed and those that need help
more consistently. They need job placement, training, transportation options to be productive. I work in
Spring Branch at a day program that helps these individuals but parents are in need of housing options
for a variety of young adults. We have a growing population of members with Neurological differences
with aging parents that do not have affordable options in the community. Would like housing that is
integrated into the community.
219. Our community is gowing and will grow more in the future. There are a lot of needs because we are
unincorporated.
220. Most important issues to work on: Infrastructure Crime Homeless people
221. We have no ER hospital since harvey. We need one built asap. We need to announce community
events better and ahead of time.
222. I'm not sure what can be done for the homeless but something desperately needs to be done for their
sake and ours.
223. As I approach retirement, I find there is not many choices in Katy, TX, for affordable income restricted
housing for seniors on a limited income. I do not want to move to any unsafe neighborhood in Houston
when I stop working. I prefer to remain in Katy, where my family resides, but Senior Living apartments
are expensive. The 2 or3 income restricted apartments in Katy have a waiting list that is years long. The
apartment complex I currently reside at, does not "cater" to seniors and has limited handicapped
parking. Parking is not sufficient for residents, so parking close to your own apartment is impossible. If
Property Developers would build more affordable senior apartments, It would be helpful. The Senior
Baby Boomer generation is upon us, and not everyone is wealthy. We need more affordable housing in
our own neighborhoods.
224. I think that as citizens we should all look out for one another. Those of us who have more than we need
should share with those who are struggling to survive.
225. In order to make neighborhoods safer, the city should consider installing cameras on light poles. The
money should come from the yearly HOA fees that we are paying. By installing cameras this should: 1.
Decrease/Detour burglaries, illegal dumping & properties destroyed. 2.Would provide adequate
proof(evidence) of the people doing the crime. 3. Hold the criminals accountable for their actions by
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making them clean up in the area that they detroyed. 4. Provide safer neighborhoods 5. May decrease
police patrol by having staff to monitor systems & alert if suspicious activities occur.
226. This area could be amazing, but there are too many apartments concentrated in one area. Also,
drainage is a problem and needs to be handled. There have been many promises. As well, there are
many many hard working good people who live in this area and we are always combatting people
coming into our neighborhoods to take our property. Crime has definitely been on the upswing since the
last 3 floods; there seems to be a coorelation and I am not sure what it is.
227. It would be nice if single people and families who don’t make a ton of money would be able to purchase
a home without 20% down and have an affordable mortgage. Living in an apartment community where
management couldn’t care less about its renters is horrible. And that apartment community isn’t just
where I live it’s all management companies.
228. Finding it more and more difficult to rent a decent apartment for a fair price. The prices go up but quality
is non existent. Cheap craftsmanship. Cheap or dated appliances. Poorly insulated. We could have a
house but they say we should spend 50% of our monthly income on a mortgage(LGI homes). That is not
a wise thing to do.
229. More police presence in the neighborhood. Increasing thefts and burglaries. Major cut through and
speeding traffic problems, We have signs at each street that read "No Thru Trucks" but these signs
should be changed to read "No Thru TRAFFIC". I have requested this multiple times and even offered to
pay for it to no avail. The city should deputize citizens to issue traffic tickets. I am retired and would do it
for no pay. All ticket proceeds to be divided between HPD and associated neighborhood improvements.
230. I'm in the Clear Lake area and there is very little in the way of public transportation available. I have
children with physical disabilities. My adult daughter is currently restricted from driving and neither can
ride a bike safely due to those disabilities. I now work from home PT remotely in order to be sure they
are properly cared for and can access the world, reducing my earning potential significantly and access
to benefits completely. We all must rely on my husband and are thankful he earns a good income and is
provided good employer benefits. When we settled here, we had no idea we'd need public
transportation so badly. It really limits the ability of people with disabilities or who otherwise are unable
to have their own form of transportation from participating to their fullest potential in society and the
workforce. Accessible sidewalks in our area are another big issue. My children intermittently use
wheelchairs. It's impossible to get around our neighborhood safely because the sidewalks are so bad
and many don't have ramps to the street for crossing. After dark, it's even worse because there are not
enough streetlights in our neighborhood. As for housing, our area is very limited on the number of
affordable apartments for people with disabilities and low income folks. And what is available is often not
well-maintained and has poor safety numbers. Last week, I called Houston PD, was told a police officer
would be out to take my report. Never showed up and no follow up whatsoever, so apparently a
complaint about illegal use of fireworks in October is not worthy of good service and now I know why it
keeps happening. My 311 complaint about a tree branch being so low that a delivery truck hit it and had
to back out to get out of our culdesac is still pending even though I have stressed to everyone - HOA
management, Dave Martin's office and the City rep who I spoke with in person - that this is a safety
issue and was told by Dave Martin's office it would be addressed by the end of business day one day
last week. Poor service shows a lack of poor leadership so someone in the maintenance department
needs to get their act together. If another truck hits it, I'll be their witness when their insurance makes a
claim with the City. Penny wise, pound foolish approach and it is not right! Corruption needs rooted out
and eliminated. I'm in the CCISD school district even though I live in the City of Houston. This District is
obstructive and discriminatory to disabled children and yet can spend $40+ million on a new stadium
and millions on rehabing facilities but expect us to believe they can't utilize the funds they receive to
properly serve their special needs students. Statistics show that those underserved students will need
more government services when they become adults.Again, penny wise, pound foolish approach and is
ultimately the school district passing off their responsibilities to the City. I'm happy about the growth of
UHCL, which was a big draw for us in choosing the neighborhood we live in. Also pleased to see
Pasadena approved a new apartment development at Middlebrook and Bay Area Blvd because, without
public transportation to get to UHCL, the growing number of college students attending need someplace
to live within walking distance of campus. The homeless in our area have what seems to me to be little
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support and a majority hostile community. I would love to see more shelter options available for them in
our area. I think Exploration Green is going to be a beautiful area one day and has drawn many
volunteers who have invested numerous hours. To me, that is a example of a win-win community
project that brings a diverse group of people together for a common goal to improve their community.
The CLCCA needs some help in figuring out how to manage considering their documents don't allow fee
increases. The City might want to invest in helping them a bit before that area gets so run down that it's
beyond hope for most. And the Clear Lake Boulevard Association was done a huge disservice when the
City didn't require the new shopping center area at El Dorado and Clear Lake City Boulevard and The
Reserve HOA to contribute to the CLBA as part of their initial approval to develop, putting the entire
burden on 3 HOAs. Thanks for letting me have a place to write down some of my thoughts.
231. Tear down all of the HUD housing in my zip code. I wish there were no apartments at all within 10 miles
of my house.
232. We have worked hard to have what we have, a nice home in a nice area. I have worked retail my entire
life, in Houston, 2 or 3 jobs to make rent or house payment. All rents in Houston for middle income
persons is to high. How can anyone have a home in this country anymore with these high apartment
rents. Its a US problem! We have payed lots of taxes. I am retired now this year because all the retail
jobs are long hours of standing. I am 62 and my legs and back have given out. My husband still works
long days.
233. Tearing down the unique houses in the Montrose (and nearby) neighborhoods and replacing them with
huge, ugly townhomes is totally changing the character of the neighborhood. It makes us want to move
out of Houston.
234. A MAJOR issue we are dealing with in Tomball is TRANSPORTATION. As a social worker here, I am
aware of services outside of Tomball that are available for the homeless, victims of domestic violence,
and those in search of job opportunities or jobs training programs. But our clients have no way to access
these - or any - resources outside of Tomball due to lack of transportation! It is a serious issue for job
seekers, for the homeless, and those in need of a domestic violence shelter, as well as for those
needing to access healthcare facilities outside Tomball. I am the Executive Director of Tomball
Emergency Assistance Ministries (Team) and we have recently formed a group of community leaders to
address this crisis situation, as well as the need for low cost daycare. But without some sort of sizeable
grant for transportation, I don't know how we will even "begin" to formulate a solution. If you are aware
of any type of grant we could apply for from Harris County (possibly a block grant?), that information
would be most appreciated. My phone number is 832-221-6572 and my name is Becky Loving. Thank
you for doing this survey.
235. Most of this doesn't apply to my neighborhood, as it is pretty affluent.
236. THE CYPRESS-FAIRBANKS SCHOOL SYSTEM IS A TOTAL MESS. We moved to this area before
having kids because of the good reputation, but I have had to pull my son out of public school TWICE
because of the overcrowded classrooms, underpaid and ill-equipped teachers, bullying, abuse, and
discrimination. We have lived here almost 20 years and have paid taxes to the district each year at an
average of $2000 a year (I believe that would add up to $40,000 paid towards the district, but just living
so close has made my IQ drop 20 points). He is now 12, repeating 5th grade in a private school that we
pay $1000 a month to. I homeschooled him after he was abused by his first grade teacher while I was
hospitalized with a brain tumor. Our elementary lines were moved so we THOUGHT he could intragrate
to 5th. However, after one semester, the only things he has learned is bullying, sexual positions,
appropriate times to use the word "nigga", and that it's ok to fuck boys AND girls. He is now repeating
5th grade even though he finished homeschool fully prepared for fifth.
237. Don't screw up this neighborhood freaking crime wave started since Arcevada and Ogg and letting
illegals in. Stop being sanctuary City follow federal laws quit breaking them and quit being criminals your
selves
238. I answered that some of these things were important or very important, because it will help the
community. I personally need no government services, and neither does my husband. I have done a lot
of volunteer advocacy for victims of violence and also for kids in foster care, as a Court Appointed
Special Advocate prior to moving here. I'm very worried about the panhandlers in the streets of Houston.
They are not safe in the medians or at intersections. Also, we have too many people living under
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bridges and on the street in Harris County. The laws need to change so that we can compel them to get
treatment. They are mentally ill if they lack the understanding that living outside is unsafe. We didn't
have homeless on the streets in the sixties, until the liberals took over mental health in the 1970s. All of
a sudden, their right to make their own decisions trumped our concern for their personal safety. They
are living everywhere in our public spaces, and something must be done for their sakes as well as for
our own safety. I have no idea how many facilities and programs you have for Homeless, Autistic,
Mentally Ill, Elderly, HIV/AIDs, or public clinics. I do know our churches housed many during the recent
floods. They were sending young mothers home with port-a-cribs, because the babies had nowhere
safe to sleep when they went back to their homes.
239. We need to stop focusing on the government trying to do every thing for everybody i.e homeless and
instead focus on drainage, streets and sidewalks. Stop putting apartment complexes adjacent to home
subdivisions as the apartments become old and run down, then crime starts and it flows into the
subdivisions, bringing home owner property values down! Keep a section of town for apartments and
keep home subdivisions as home subdivisions.
240. We need more volunteer services such as preparing income tax statements each year. Presently only
AARP help with this but numbers of people desiring this service is overwhelming and volumes are
turned away for lack of enough volunteers. We need more Early Voting places in my area as library is
presently the only one and their services (restrooms/toilets) get overused and sewers get backed up.
We presently do not have a hospital in this area as Hurricane Harvey destroyed the one we had. Many
older and disabled people desperately need these services.
241. Yes this neighborhood looked like it was planned by a drunk architect who just threw abunch of things
together. The CARS ON THE STREET. why do you ask us for surveys like this but dont resolve the
problem. Not to mention ridiculous size of driveway. Oh and also Idk if I read the wrong book but Im
pretty sure your not suppose to be parking next to a fire hydrant.
242. Affordable housing, housing for the homeless and lack of transportation are three extremely critical
needs in the Tomball area. I work as the Community Relations Director at the TEAM/Tomball
Emergency Assistance Ministries, and we encounter these issues constantly. No public transportation
means people cannot get to work, resulting in loss of income, nor can they easily access medical care.
People (retired, disabled, young mothers w/children) often walk to TEAM for food and assistance.
Homelessness and affordable housing for low income families brings them to our doorstep. High rents
create havoc for these families. We are currently seeing 70 plus NEW families a month and when you
consider returning families with needs, it is becoming a huge problem. That number of new families has
been steadily ramping up in the past few months with no letup in sight. Emergency shelters are nonexistent in Tomball! And yes, we have our homeless communities in the area. We are a strong
community with a heart but the needs are overwhelming. TEAM does its best to assist low income
people but resources are limited.
243. In my part of town, considered Spring Branch and Jersey Village, too many trees are being torn down
and homes with no yards being built. We have never been flooded but we will be moving next year.
Definite fear of future flooding. Residents complained, but developers and builders take precedence
over the people living in this area.
244. This is a new neighborhood. Strip malls, offices, and store fronts are continually being developed, even
if tenants are not lined up. My biggest concern is that the development could lead to problems down the
road, similar to what is seen on stretches of FM 1960, (trafficking and other crime).
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